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It has been a decade and DC charter schools have
proven they are not the answer to DCPS woes,
accountability is! The leadership in the District has
historically conducted demolition thru neglect and this can
certainly be said about our schools. Why do we have funds
to build a massive baseball stadium for the rich while our
schools are shut down? It’s time to reprioritize the needs of
working-class families at the top of our to-do agenda!
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We must have a * Moratorium* on building more charter
schools until we make an impartial assessment of these
schools and remind ourselves of the intentions of the
original Charter school movement -- this was to practice
new experimental curriculums, free principals from red tape
to broaden academic freedom and then take winning
models to work back in traditional public schools.
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In reality, Charter schools are not held to account in
the same measure as DCPS, aren’t succeeding as they
were predicted to, and help to remove students from
the DCPS system. Moratorium Now!
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